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Document Based Question

Cover of Senate, No. 426,

Provided by NJ State
House, Office of Legislative Services

Synopsis: Senate, No. 426 requires school districts to allow nonpublic school students to
participate in interscholastic sports programs on resident district’s sports teams.
The Documents:
 Document A: Senate, No. 426 Text
 Document B: Information on Primary Sponsor of S426
 Document C: Similar Legislations in Other States
 Document D: Excerpt of Literature for Florida Statute 1006.15
 Document E: Audio testimony regarding similar legislation
Directions: After analyzing documents provided, students should use documents to help
answer, “Should Senate, No. 426 be passed?” in essay format.

Document A
Source: An excerpt from the Senate, No.246 bill from the NJ State House
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Document B
Source: Profile of Senator Joseph Pennacchio (R), Primary sponsor of Senate, No. 426
from NJ State House
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Document C
Source: Summary of similar legislation in other states, provided by Home School Legal
Defense Association (HSLDA)
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Document D
Source: Excerpt of Literature for Florida Statute 1006.15, provided by the Official
Internet Site for Florida Legislature (http://www.leg.state.fl.us/).
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Document E
Source: Audio testimony from committee hearing addressing similar legislation (S.215)
which ʺrequires public schools to allow certain students not enrolled in the school to
participate in interscholastic athleticsʺ.
Senate No. 426 was introduced, but it was never heard in committee. A similar bill,
S.125, was in committee on June 6, 2014 and audio testimony can be accessed here:
http://www.njleg.state.nj.us/media/archive_audio2.asp?KEY=SED&SESSION=2014).
Senator Oroho provides testimony and Senator Turner, Senator Beach,
Senator Ruiz, and Senator Allen provide comments. The audio testimony also includes
a variety of advocatesʹ statements who spoke on the issue as well Senatorsʹ questions of
them.
The hearing is approximately 36 minutes in length.
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Grading Rubric
Category
Introduction
and thesis

Organization
of Essay

“A” Essay
Contains an
introductory paragraph
that addresses
questions, provides
insightful and necessary
background
information, and a clear
thesis statement.
Clearly organized and
contains clear transition
sentences for each body
paragraph.

Document Use

Uses a sufficient
amount of documents
and includes correct
citation of documents.

Analysis

Conveys analytical
skills e.g. synthesizes,
finds inconsistencies,
sees close details, and
questions bias of
authors.
Argument is apparent
in each body paragraph
and is clearly connected
to thesis.

Argument

Conclusion

Mechanics

Includes paragraph that
concludes with a
summary that
addresses main
question.
Essay is well‐written.
There are no or very
few errors in spelling,
sentence structure,
punctuation, and
capitalization.

“B” Essay
Contains an
introductory
paragraph that
addresses questions,
background
information, and a
thesis statement.

“C” Essay
Addresses
questions but lacks
focus. Has an
introductory
paragraph and a
recognizable thesis.

“D” Essay
Inadequate in
addressing or
identifying
questions.

“F” Essay
Lacks
introduction, or
introduction is not
relevant.

Lacks a clear thesis.

.

Clearly organized
and contains
transition sentences
in most body
paragraphs.

Organization is
recognizable and
main ideas are
divided in to
paragraphs. Lacks
transition sentences
in most
paragraphs.
There are some
references of
documents, but
could have been
more.
Conveys some
effort of document
analysis.

No clear
organization,
and\or transition
sentences missing.

No organization
or body
paragraphs.
Paragraphs not
relevant.

Only a few
documents are
used and citations
are
missing\incorrect.
Documents are
misunderstood or
lack any effort of
document analysis.

There is no
mention of
documents.

Argument is often
lacking. There is no
clear explanation
how evidence
connects to thesis.
Includes some type
of concluding
paragraph, but
may be repetitive.

Each body
paragraph is
missing an
argument.

There are no body
paragraphs or
arguments are not
relevant.

Conclusion is off‐
topic.

Conclusion is
missing.

Well‐written, but
contains too many
errors in verb tense,
punctuation,
agreement,
spelling, and
capitalization.

Essay contains
serious errors in
mechanics and
sentence structure.

Errors in essay
completely
interfere with
communication of
ideas.

Uses various
documents but there
are missing
citations\incorrect
citations.
Most interpretations
of documents are
accurate.

Most body
paragraph contains
argument that ties
evidence to thesis.
Includes paragraph
that may summarize
argument of the
essay.
Essay is well‐written
but includes some
errors in spelling
and grammar.

There is no
mention of
documents.
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